
 

 

 

Workflow is In the Names of the Days of the Week 

Since studying the Hebrew I have learned that the truth and the real message is in the 

language it is in our words.  YaH gives us guidance on how to start our week to how 

we prepare for the most important day of the week and that is tbf.  Each day help 

me to see the clarity about how to build out the schedule for the week. I hope you find 

this as helpful. 

 

First looking at the word “day” is essential.  Day means mwy  Filling of a day to 

night and how they flow together as an example of the sending out of light in the new 

day and gather of the light at sunset giving way to the night rulers of light. A flowing 



 

 

experiencing working water of the strong arm of YaH. The root word is my – 

working waters.   YaDa y  is the pointing toward or moving towards the door of 

salvation.  A pointing and move towards the mark.  The work collar lo and the 

working is directed from the heavens.  So, the workflow is very fitting to describe 

what we do a working water or workflow throughout our day.  We have work that 

often is not for monetary or trade reasons but is for our wealth.  You must know and 

acknowledge how YaH sees wealth to understand the real riches.  Then there is work 

that can be in and outside of the home that is for earning something for trade including 

monetary supplies.  YaH said he would bless the works of our hands when we walk 

in his spirit.  Deuteronomy 28:12 and note this scripture is saying we will join many 

nations to Him, and we will not join other nations.  The words lend and borrow are 

not here that is a translated mask. How do I know? We will talk about what we are 

called to do as a people of YaH. 

I listed the days in the picture above as numbers so now I am going to give you the 

names of the “days” and the meanings.  Note a new “day” begins at sunset.  Why? 

We will cover that over here: 

 

 

1st Day – Aacha – dxa – The supreme power and the strong wall.  Set apart this 

day to visualize, plan, building and organizing.   We know because he made the 

division of light and dark and placed the order into the earth.  Therefore, we create 

the order for the week on this day.  We prepare on this day as in day 6 when we prepare 

for tbf. 

 

mwy 1- dxa 



 

 

 
2nd mwy  ynf   

nf the pressing continues to the mark to the binding.  The pressing and cleansing 

to the working flow.  We need to break this down as this is a couple of words.   

ynf -Pressing and binding to the foundation continues.  Building and cutting 

begins.  Time to place our plans (given by YaH) into action.  The root word is ShaNa- 

The pressing of the life, to the life, pressing and movement. 

 

 

3rd mwy yf ylf  
We need to break this down as this is a couple of words.  ylf Draw out quietly, 

prosper, pulling out the best, giving, leading, order, pulling together.  yf is gifting 

meaning a work of the pressing and bind a work of and in the yoke of YaH.  Gift in 

Hebrew means a paid work.  Work traded for money or some other agreed upon equal 

quality of trade.  The key word is agreed upon.  The second key word is paid.  You 

are to pay people for their work.  The “spiritual gift of service” means obedience.  We 

give of the teachings of YaH and forgiveness freely as we were given.  Stop letting 

other people pimp your gifts. yl – Authority to produce.  The flowing through the 

arm is in your works from the bl.  The working branch and the yoke of YaH.    

 

 

 

mwy 2 - ynf 

mwy (Day) 3 – yf  ylf 



 

 

 

 
 

4th day mwy  y o  br  

RaBa – br – Head of a family, ruler, master, increase, authority, and wisdom.  

oy  - YaOa – Bring close within vision, or close to one as in sweeping closer, to 

see better.  yd – YaDa- Pointing or moving of YaH towards the door of salvation 

that hangs on the rod of correction.   

 

 

 

5th day – mwy  y fy  mx  

xm – Separating water that brings forth a pleasing substance from the heat. Cheese 

is created from the separation of milk and the whey by fermenting in the sun inside 

animal skins.  Review what is working and what is not working.  Pull out those things 

that are working to prepare for further working.  Prepare to plan close out things that 

are not working on the 1st day planning.  All things are prepared according to 

YARAH. 

fy - The working hand and pressing and crushing to a greater foundation.  To the 

yg it is despair and hopelessness as a firm foundation means they need order instead 

of disorder.  A day to review the work and complete things that are ready to wrap up 

and record those that are still in process. 

 

mwy 4 – yo br 

mwy 5 – y  fy  

 



 

 

 

 

 

6th Day – mwy  yff 

The preparation and gaining of wisdom.  The pressing towards the door towards the 

home and time.  This day is called the prep day for the 7th day. 

 

7th Day – mwy tbf  
The meaning of this word is to press to the house.  The taw is the family mark and the 

standard and cleansing.  The place of the post that the seed is laid, the crops are 

cultivated and harvested.  The house as in the place of rest and a seating a gather place 

for the family or the people of the house.  f as there is a binding to our supreme 

power of the family to the cord of life YaH’s salvation the word.  This is the name of 

the agreement and the standard.  Hwcm  rf’fay 

Perhaps you can see the routine or rooting ntn (rooted to the in the house of Yah 

or the family of YaH also seen as a gift of life.) set up here and they begin in the home 

and branch out to all other things we touch.  Hence YaH said he will bless the work 

of our hands.  Also make all thoughts focus on him and seek him first in ALL we do!  

So, the action of the work comes from our seat of consciousness our heart center.  

bl – LaBa or the mind and ShaMa mf the spirit.  

Currently we work in a world that chases the nothing mammon and puts seeking 

money first then they will build the home.  Making slavery to someone else their root 

system.  Many of them wonder why it is so hard to turn from this system when we are 

called out and often refuse to change.  I do not want that to be you. 

mwy 6 - yff 

mwy 7 - tbf 



 

 

Now we can link this to the reason the wisdom of YaH is a slow growing with laying 

a firm foundation and nothing that we should be ashamed to do.  Growing fast or 

leaps or bounds brings in money but how much is lost what is the cost for growing so 

fast?  The benefit of slow growth is taking the time to work through what YaH is 

building in us and through all he assigns to us including work.  So, we need to stop 

separating the service of YaH from our earnings from trade.  Giving of service freely 

is not part of earning a living and YaH has a system for that but everyone can not 

work for free.  Someone must support the trade system of Hy YaH.  

Prioritizing what we need to do is where we begin and the wisdom of YaH is in the 

Hwzm  rf’fay and the name of the days of the week.  An action plan 

created in the beginning when YaH separate the waters and separated the light from 

the dark as in the order from the disorder.  The waters above represent the people of 

the Spirit of YaH and the waters beneath represent the people of the spirit of this 

world. mym – represented by m abbreviated symbol.  This word also means a 

movement of YaH’s people through the washing and cleaning of the almighty power 

of his salvation.  We traditionally take off our shoes at the door and in the past, there 

was a washing of the feet before entering the home or the tent.  Inside was a carpet 

stretched across to keep the inside clean or a covering.  A place set apart for the dirt, 

from the hardness, and uncomfortable filling underneath. 

The m in mwy is the connecting us through works of the Hwzm to our Ala la.   

I imagine this as a pouring down from heaven so we can visualize our work and the 

workday.   



 

 

 

And on the 7th mwy we rest 

Extra special doorway this mwy as this is multiple doorways to the connecting 

spirit and hence another way this day is so important.   

 

 

 



 

 

 

Day 7 - tbf 



 

 

 




